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Minutes of Board Mtg 09/20/2021 

Attending: James Banach, Jay Reynolds, Sandy Strautman, Danny Marshall, Andrew Le 

Absent:  

Guest: Branin Smith, Mary Rose Preston, James Broderick, Jason Cruces, Donna Kaiser  

Meeting called to order at 7:03 pm by Jay Reynolds 

1. Welcome prospective new board members & guests 
a. Welcomed all guests and prospective members. 

2. Concert Plans – all virtual this season – What are they? When? What platforms? 
a. Introduced the current board members 
b. Sandy explained our situation via concerts, not knowing what we can do and 

plan on. 
c. Extended discussion on whether we should be doing in-person events.  It 

appears we might try to continue virtual until year end, and then possibly 
plan on something for late Spring.  Most of board not in favor of in-person 
event.  Andrew mentioned events where you have to have a vaccine card 
and a mask that covers the whole face, nose and mouth. 

d. Danny motions that we have virtual concert for December.  Andrew 2nd.  
Board approved the motion. 

e. Jay suggested that Sean O’Connor might perform at the Holiday Concert.  
Danny suggested local colleges have students that might be performers.  
Sandy suggested another meeting soon to work out the details.  Sandy and 
Jay will follow up. 

3. Raffle for Concerts 
a. Jay and Sandy will discuss how to do, as well as including some other items, 

such as cups, etc. 
b. Discussion on sales tax requirements, raffles, etc.  Could we use eBay, Re-

verb or others to handle the sales tax issues for us. 
4. Brazilian Center: have we communicated with staff? 

a. Yesterday’s orchestra rehearsal appeared to be a surprise to Brazilian Cen-
ter personnel.  We need an event coordinator (Jay? Sandy? Sean?).  Sandy 
will follow up and get a contract, will resolve with Sean and Brazilian Center. 

5. Storage plan for Guitar Donations 
a. Jay mentioned storage units.  We need to find a temperature controlled envi-

ronment to store the excess guitars.  Maybe as many as 100+.  
b. Strum Shop has sold some.  Sandy is going to find out if Strum Shop has 

taken care of sales tax on sales. 
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c. Issue raised as to how we control access to storage units to maintain control. 
d. Jay will get a quote on a large temperature controlled storage unit in his 

area.  Superior Self Storage in the pocket.  Probably need to obtain some 
storage racks to help with keeping them in order.  Sandy will keep the Kre-
mona guitars at her house for future concert raffles. 

e. Andrew suggested two small units and put guitars into one when obtained 
then move to another unit when inventoried.  Strum shop proceeds could be 
used to pay for storage unit. 

6. Two new grants 
a. Jim hasn’t seen the specifics on the two that Lili says we have received, one 

for $13K and one for $17K.  The first is unrestricted the second is supposed 
to be for performances at Assisted Care and similar facilities.  Jim will ask Lili 
to post the grant documents so we can get the details.  Jim will publish as 
soon as received. 

Next meeting scheduled for October 18, at 7 pm. 

Motion to adjourn at 8:25 pm by Jay, 2nd by Sandy, approved. 

Meeting adjourned at 8:26 pm 

Respectfully Submitted: 

James P. Banach 

Secretary/Treasurer 
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